
DUBAI: When it comes to job searching in
the Middle East and North Africa region,
there are many different steps that job seek-
ers can follow to find their ideal opportunity.
The internet is a good start and it can be
used to streamline just about any task,
including the job search. In order to measure
how job seekers find their ideal jobs in the
region, Bayt.com - the Middle East’s #1 Job
Site - conducted a poll titled ‘Job Seeker
Journey in the Middle East and North Africa’,
in which almost all respondents (95.5%)
claimed that they use online job sites to find
and apply for jobs. 

Applying for jobs online 
Almost all of those surveyed (81.1%) said

that job sites are an easy and user-friendly
way to apply for jobs, compared to only 7.4%
who disagreed. 11.5% of job seekers were
neutral in response to this question. Further,
the majority (83.4%) of respondents also
agreed that they can find many relevant jobs
online related to their background and expe-
rience, while 7.7% of respondents were neu-
tral in response to this statement and only
8.9% disagreed. 

When asked why online job sites are
effective, nearly two thirds (66.2%) of
respondents said that online job sites are use-
ful because they “group all available jobs into
one easy to access place”. In addition to this
benefit, more than one in five (22.2%) respon-
dents said that online job sites are useful
because they help job seekers “improve their
CV and professional profile”, allow job seek-
ers to “track their application” and “provide

them with “job alerts”. 
When respondents were asked about how

useful they find online job search tricks, tips
and information, more than three in four
respondents (76.5%) said that they find them
“very” useful, compared to 14.0% who said
they find them “somewhat” useful, and only
9.5% who said they don’t find them useful. 

“As the leading job site in the Middle East,
it is important for us to regularly conduct
thorough research regarding job seekers’
opinions and experiences and share that
information with the region. The ‘Job Seeker
Journey in the Middle East and North Africa’
poll has allowed us to collate highly useful
data on the way job seekers go about apply-
ing for new career opportunities. For
instance, the majority of respondents believe
online job sites, such as Bayt.com, to be very
effective, user-friendly, and easy for finding
and applying for jobs,” said SuhailMasri, Vice
President of Employer Solutions, Bayt.com.
“At Bayt.com we want to be there every step
of the way for job seekers in the region, and
we are proud to provide the necessary tools
and technologies for nearly 30 million profes-
sionals. It is important for us to regularly
check in with job seekers and find out that
they are, in fact, making great use of our
technologies and information.”

Managing the job seeker journey 
When it comes to creating a CV more than

four in five (80.7%) respondents claimed that
they have a picture on their CV and five in
eight (62.5%) respondents claimed that they
“always” send a cover letter with their appli-

cation. 22% of job seekers said that they
“sometimes” send a cover letter, while only
15.5% said they “never” send one. 

When it came to looking at how often job
seekers search for jobs online, more than sev-
en in ten (71.8%) respondents claimed that
they look for jobs on a daily basis, this was
followed by respondents saying that they
look for jobs two to three times per week
(16.5%), and 6.9% who said they look only a
few times a month.  

More than half of job seekers (56.9%) also
claimed that they wait up to one week before
applying for a different job, whereas 23.5% of
them said that they don’t wait at all .
Moreover, almost all (96%) respondents
agreed that it is useful to know if their appli-
cation has been viewed by the employer or
not. This way they can more strategically plan
their search activities. 

When respondents were asked about
whether they research a company before
going to an interview, more than four in five
respondents (85.4%) said that they “always”
research the company, compared to 11.4%
who said they “sometimes” do, and only 3.2%
who said they “never” do. 

Preferred job search device
Discussing the device that job seekers like

to use when searching for a job, the majority
(81.6%) of respondents said that they prefer
to use a desktop or a laptop computer, this
was followed by 13.5% who said they prefer
to use a smartphone or a tablet, and 4.9%who
claimed that they have no device preference. 

However, when applying for jobs more

than six in 10 respondents (61.6%) said that
they like having a job search mobile applica-
tion because they can “search and apply for
jobs on the go”. 25.4% of respondents
agreed and also said that a job search mobile
application gives them “24/7 access to their
application status”, “sends them job alerts”,
and is “easier and more efficient to use”. 

Masri adds: “Job seekers like to have many
options. Some prefer using their computers,
while others relish the efficiency and conven-
ience of Bayt.com’s job seeker application. On
top of that, the region’s job seekers are step-
ping up their game by focusing on all the ele-

ments they have to add to their CV and appli-
cation when they apply for jobs online. They
are also heavily utilizing technologies such as
automated job alerts, and ‘who viewed my
profile’ and applications on Bayt.com.” 

Data for the 2017 Bayt.com ‘Job Seeker
Journey in the Middle East and North Africa’
poll was collected online from July 30th, 2017
to September 13th, 2017. Results are based
on a sample of9,481respondents. Countries
that participated are the UAE, KSA, Kuwait,
Oman, Qatar, Bahrain, Lebanon, Jordan,
Egypt, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya,
Yemen, Iraq and others.
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95.5% of job seekers use online 
job sites to find, apply for jobs

Nearly 30 million CVs are now registered on bayt.com 

KUWAIT: Kuwaiti First Deputy Prime
Minister and Defense Minister Sheikh
Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah
received China’s Ambassador to Kuwait
Wang Di at Bayan Palace yesterday.
During the meeting, they discussed a num-
ber of key issues that concern both sides,

the Defense Ministry’s public relations
department said in a press statement.
Sheikh Nasser Sabah hailed deep relations
between friendly countries, saying that
they addressed ways of promoting and
developing cooperative relations between
both friendly nations, it added. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Kuwait Tower still represents
Kuwait’s most prominent landmarks and
the symbol of its renaissance after 42
years of its construction. The Kuwait
Towers are a group of three slender
towers in Kuwait City, standing on a
promontory into the Arabian Gulf. The
Kuwait Towers were officially inaugurat-
ed in March 1979 and are regarded as a
landmark and symbol of modern Kuwait.
The towers were closed for maintenance
from March 2012 to 8 March 2016, with

a massive fireworks festival commemo-
rating the re-opening.  The main tower is
187 meters (614 ft) high and carries two
spheres. The lower sphere holds in its
bottom half a water tank of 4,500 cubic
meters and in its upper half there is a
restaurant that accommodates 90 peo-
ple, a cafe, a lounge and a reception hall.
The upper sphere, which rises to 123
meters (404 ft) above sea level and com-
pletes a full turn every 30 minutes, holds
a cafe. — KUNA

Kuwait Defense Minister 
receives Chinese envoy 


